
Ah!
New York!

¿Dafne?

That explains
the mask but...

Why do I have to wear
our inventions?

That thing you made me
put on my nose

is tickling me.

After the party,
we are going to go
to Central Park to
try them out. Just
thinking about it is
making the punch
go to my head.

That explains the
stench...

I love costume
parties!We're at a party for once

and we can't miss out on it!

Dayanne?
Come back to

earth!

At a nanotechnology conference in...

The nanosensor that Dayanne is wearing on her nose detects all types of substances.
It is equipped with millions of ultra‐sensitive detectors that are able to recognize
individual molecules in the air.

- 16 -M. Zougagh et al. (2009), Analyst, 134, 1274–1290. 
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It's coming from that
catering truck.

Hey!
WHERE ARE YOU

GOING?

Yeah... First,
poison the punch with

arsenic... Done!
Sandy?

Next,
steal all

the
computers
from these
little nerds.

Right?
Sandy?

Ok, Richy,
let's go over

the boss's
plan once

more.

uh oh...



They're planning
to poison us all during the

toast. We have to call
the police.

Our villain will come alone. I'll
finally see the face of that damn

swine who made swiss cheese out of
my brother with bullet holes.

Welcome
to what will be your

last nanotechnology
conference. Everyone

look at the screen!

Ladies and
gentlemen.

Without
knowing who is behind

all this? No way!
I have a better idea.

The
cops?

This is a mission for
someone like... the lone

ranger.

What's that?
You're starting to scare

me...

Focus,
for the love of Planck!
You don't even have a

brother!

Allow me to
introduce myself.

My name is Professor
Jules von Lavern.

Magnetic
nanoparticles made

of iron oxide suspended
in a solution can attach
to arsenic and later be

removed using a magnet.
They use them in India

and Bangladesh to
decontaminate
poisoned wells.

We'll use them with
the punch.

- 18 -Cafer T. Yavuz, et al. (2006) Science 314 (5801).
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Ever since
the scientific community

labeled all my research as
lies, I've only been

searching for one thing...
revenge!

I'd fight to the death
with all of you in a duel,

but I haven't got time so...
I've opted for poisoning
the punch and, while I was
at it, I thought I'd steal

all your inventions before
they got published.

I regret to inform
you that...

It's time for you
to pray! If any of you

believe in life after death,
that is. HAHAHAHA!

But... you should
already be dead... Why aren't

you dead?

This time, you got off
by the skin of your teeth...

But if you feel like dancing to the music,
I have the perfect instrument of torture...

Your inventions!




